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ABSTRACT 

Jyotiba Phule (1827-1890) started social change in nineteenth 
century India particularly in Maharashtra through his way of thinking. 
The nineteenth century was a period of social analysis and change that 
concentrated on patriotism, station and sexual orientation. Every 
significant inquiry taken up by the reformers were associated with ladies' 
issues, for example, female child murder, kid marriage, restriction on 
ladies' training, Sati, tonsuring of widows, prohibition on widow 
remarriage and so on. Simultaneously, reformers focused more on 
changing the social organizations of family and marriage with unique 
accentuation on the status and privileges of ladies. Jyotiba took up the issue of sexual orientation and rank. 
He rebelled against the uncalled for station framework under which a large number of individuals had 
languished over hundreds of years. His rebel against the station framework coordinated social and strict 
change with uniformity. He rose as the unaltered pioneer of the discouraged classes in Maharashtra and was 
perceived as a pioneer of oppressed class in allover India. He was impacted by American scholar Thomas 
Paine's thoughts of Rights of Man. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
 This paper is an endeavor to examine Jyotiba Phule as worldwide rationalist in nineteenth century. 
He raised the issue of ladies' abuse and his contemplations on settling ladies' persecution through their very 
own endeavors and self-rule makes him join the organization of other nineteenth century Western 
Philosophers and male women's activists like J.S. Factory and F. Engels. In this little work I might want to 
concentrate on philosophical part of his idea will finish up with comment on contemporary importance of 
Jyotiba Phule's way of thinking. Jyotiba Phule (1827-1890) one of the "Mahatmas' (Great Soul) of India, 
possesses a one of a kind situation among social reformers of Maharashtra in the nineteenth century India. 
He was first educator of abused, pundit of universality in the social framework after Buddha and a 
progressive. The undertaking of bringing concerning socio-strict change in nineteenth century was not all 
that basic. Social reformers had attempted for social and strict change in Indian culture during this period. 
Phule assumed an exceptional job around there. So as to cure the issues of sex and position persecution, he 
contributed with a useful recommendation. This was by method for another picture of religion which was 
known as general religion. He began reflecting fundamentally about the ground substances of the 
tremendous dominant part of provincial masses. He read extensively on American Democracy, the French 
unrest and was stayed by the coherent perspective in Thomas Paine's "Privileges of Man". Impacted by 
Thomas Paine's book on "Privileges of Man", (1791), Phule built up a sharp feeling of social equity, getting 
energetically reproachful of debilitation standing framework. Other than being a pioneer and coordinator of 
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the oppressed class development, Phule was a rationalist in his own privilege with a few books and articles 
amazingly. For an incredible duration, Jyotiba Phule battled for the liberation of the discouraged individuals 
and the battle which he propelled at a youthful age finished just when he passed on 28th November 1890. 
He was a pioneer in numerous fields and among his peers he stands apart as one who never delayed in his 
strategic truth and Justice. Abuse of ladies and oppressed class and security of human rights every one of 
these issues and their balanced humanist treatment was the plan of the way of thinking of Phule.  
 
JYOTIBA PHULE: A CONTEMPORARY INDIAN PHILOSOPHER   
 Jyotiba Phule was one of the creators of current India. He was the thinker, pioneer and coordinator 
of the abused ranks. He constantly tried to do he said others should do. He battled for the privileges of the 
untouchables and ladies and work for their liberation. He distinguished and guessed the most significant 
inquiries of his time. These incorporate religion, the Varna framework, ceremony, British guideline, folklore, 
and the sexual orientation question, the state of creation in agribusiness and the parcel of the lower class. In 
1848 Jyotiba started his work as a social reformer inspired by training of lower rank young men and young 
ladies. He supported his young spouse Savitribai to peruse and compose. At home he started teaching his 
better half Savitribai and opened a first young lady's school on fifteenth May, 1848 in Pune. No female 
instructor was accessible to educate in the school. As not instructor set out to work in school in which 
untouchables were conceded as understudies Jyotiba requested that his better half educate in the school. 
The standard adversaries of Jyotiba were incensed and they began a horrendous crusade against him. They 
wouldn't surrender their respectable undertaking and pick the enthusiasm of the bigger society over their 
own solace. He likewise looked into building up a system of foundation through which it is conceivable to 
teach the majority. He opened two additional schools for young ladies in 1851, he was regarded by the 
Board of Education for the work he accomplished for young lady's training in 1852. By 1858, he steadily 
resigned from the administration of these schools and went into a more extensive field of social change. He 
directed his concentration toward other social shades of malice. Jyotiba's exercises were stretched out past 
the field of training. The drinking water tank in his home was tossed open to untouchables. This would be 
viewed as a fearless demonstration even today. In 1868, it was progressive. He accepted that progressive 
idea must be sponsored by progressive praxis.1 He broke down the structure of Indian culture and 
recognized the Sudra-atishudra as the main office of social transformation. As indicated by him, the Sudra-
atishudra will lead the insurgency for the benefit of the entire society, to free the whole individuals from 
confines of Hindu convention. Along these lines, Phule's thoughts and work had pertinence for all Indians. As 
cognizance of his incredible work for the lower standings, he was congratulated with title "Mahatma' (Great 
Soul) by the individuals of the recent Bombay in 1888. He has a place with the original of social reformers in 
the nineteenth century. Dhananjay Keer, his biographer, properly portrayed him as 'the dad of Indian social 
insurgency.’ 
 Phule can be called as Modern Indian Philosopher as Descartes. Rene Descartes (1596-1650) was a 
French Philosopher, has been called as 'the dad of Modern Philosophy', and is frequently viewed as the 
primary scholar underlines the utilization of motivation to build up the regular sciences. For him the way of 
thinking was a reasoning framework that typified all information. He utilizes the technique called powerful 
uncertainty or methodological suspicion. He dismisses the thoughts that can be questioned and afterward 
restores them so as to get a firm establishment for authentic information. So like Descartes Phule can be 
known as 'Present day Philosopher'. Descartes soul of addressing conventional cases to power can be 
perceived in Phule. Like Descartes, Phule practiced his ability from opportunity for intuition unreservedly to 
address dark and fierce social traditions. The Cartesian soul was reached out by Phule from common science 
to sociology.  
 
PRACTICAL ASPECT OF JYOTIBA PHULE’S PHILOSOPHY  
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 Jyotiba Phule can be translated as an Indian logician who changed conventional way of thinking by 
going to the down to earth and social issues of imbalance and abuse. One can peruse him as a mastermind 
who isolated himself from the mystical underlying foundations of Indian frameworks of reasoning like Yoga, 
Vedanta and Buddhist Philosophy to give these frameworks social significance from the perspective of the 
standard individual. Yoga reasoning has a commonsense accentuation where it accepts that 
mentalconcentration and control prompts singular change of the psyche and body. In spite of the fact that 
Jyotiba's way of thinking would not concur with a portion of the mystical presumptions in Yoga, for example, 
the satva, rajas and tamas, his way of thinking has a few likenesses with Yoga. For Jyotiba mental fixation is 
supplanted by social focus on issues that occupy society from its vote based standards. He prescribes the act 
of qualities like Samata, Badhutava, and Svatantrya to change the entire social structure. In yoga reasoning 
change is individual however in Jyotiba theory change isn't for individual yet for all. Vedantic reasoning 
makes a qualification among maya and reality. 
 Jyotiba would dismiss its Brahminical extraordinary roots and standpoint. Be that as it may, there is a 
manner by which he has changed Vedanta too. As per him Maya or hallucination doesn't have any significant 
bearing to the exact social world. Or maybe in social relations there is the maya of rank and superstition that 
causes avidya or obliviousness about social reality should expel from the brain of each person. When this 
avidya is supplanted by evident information there will be ananda or delight of populist social relations. As 
Buddha said 'enduring (Dukha) is extreme truth and the reason for sufferings is numbness about the truth, 
truth of our-self (I or sense of self). When this obliviousness expel through obvious information individual 
will get opportunity from their sufferings, the person will appreciate extreme perspective/serene 
perspective or Nibana. Additionally Jyotiba likewise accepted that enduring is the focal issue, anyway this 
enduring is anything but a verifiable. It is because of the social structure of Indian culture. Annihilating this 
structure will prompt freedom and an assertion of qualities, for example, opportunity, equity and solidarity. 
Religion in eighteenth and nineteenth hundreds of years confronted two contrasts of suppositions. One was 
the idea of God, Soul, Hell and Heaven, Vice and Virtue. 
 These thoughts were exceedingly significant in the structure of a strict building, but then, none of 
these could be demonstrated to exist at the degree of reasons. The importance and motivation behind life, 
the significance of death are clarified by most religions as far as a transcendent and omniscient God, whose 
will is the source and support of human existence. 
 The other distinction of conclusion that religion confronted, was the presence of an assortment of 
beliefs, a majority of Gods, of ideas of temperance and bad habit, of what anticipated man when he kicked 
the bucket. The way of the strict and loyal man was trucked contrastingly by various religions, when they 
went to an investigation of the subtleties of every day life, figured they may concur on certain basics. They 
contrasted in what they thought about the suitable Book to peruse in issues of religion, the fitting petitions 
to state, the proper nourishment to eat and the laws of individual ethical quality to watch.  
 Numerous years Jyotiba Phule talked on strict and handy issues. Through discussion he has expelled 
dreams from the individuals' brains. He has composed books and committed them to the individuals. He has 
talked about and keeps on examining these issues in papers. He has educated people in general through 
numerous idyllic structures. He has instilled in individuals the propensity for inquisitive into the veracity and 
circumstances and logical results of strict issues. He has exhibited what is correct and what's going on 
concerning specific traditions. He has objected the act of symbol love and upholder monotheism. He has 
invalidated convictions that would make provocation individuals in issues of religion, obligation and regular 
exercises. A bogus religion, symbol venerate and the position framework have together made demolition in 
India; this has been all around depicted in his book Sarvajanik Satya Dharma. 
 Gail Omvedt specifies in her book "Culture Revolt in a Colonial Society", that Phule's idea spoke to 
the satisfaction of the renaissance want for social change along progressive lines. In sociological terms it 
bodes well that he, instead of later and all the more generally known first class masterminds, ought to be 
viewed as the essential renaissance figure. Any culture, after than later and all the more broadly referred to 
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first class scholars ought to be viewed as the essential renaissance figure. Any culture all things considered, 
settles upon the class society and the strength of a specific class. Consequently the all out change of culture 
requires the pulverization of this strength. As far as India, Hindu culture and the position framework settled 
upon Brahmanism. Thus Phule, who went for the total devastation of standing, superstition and disparity, 
connected idea with a development of resistance to the Brahmin tip top. Non-Brahmanism in India, along 
these lines, speaks to not just communalism or a consequence of British gap and rule arrangements; it 
follows its cause to the Indian renaissance and speaks to the main articulation of social insurgency in India.4 
The life of Jyotiba Phule has become another wellspring of learning and another wellspring of motivation for 
current age. His life gave a model and a motivation to the mistreated masses of humankind, preeminent 
boldness, genuineness, sacrificial penance.  
 
PHULE’S SOCIAL REFORM MOVEMENT  
 The historical backdrop of nineteenth century is the narrative of the driving force for social change in 
which the presentation and spread of current instruction was a significant component. Schools which 
encouraged English language were opened less to instruct the majority however to prepare Indian 
individuals to run the British government. Christian preachers opened a Marathi school in Pune for the 
general population. During this transitional stage, despite the fact that training was available to masses, the 
normal individual didn't know about its significance. Jyotiba has worked for the general population and 
made them mindful of training as a vehicle for social change. nineteenth Century was a time of social issues 
like Varnasystem, folklore, standing framework, numbness about human rights and so on. In mistreated 
positions greatgrandparents and excellent guardians did their locale work which included hard humble work. 
They were not allowed social portability other reasonable for them. They were not by any means mindful of 
their privileges; absence of education was exceptionally high in the general public. Jyotiba shows the light of 
expectation, to free from these issues of society. He rebelled against the low rank framework and 
maintained the reason for instruction of ladies and lower standings. He began essential instruction and 
advanced education and battled for their privileges. Subsequently, he introduced essential training as an 
apparatus in seeing crafted by the persecuted stations as honorable work that was misused by society. In 
twentieth Century individuals has a place with mistreated ranks their folks had chance to get undergrad 
instruction which they could likewise confer to their youngsters. This was a period when abused stations 
attempted to enter foundations and make their quality unmistakable with regards to country building. It was 
additionally a period when they had a comprehension of their privileges and obligations. In the late 
twentieth century and the start of 21st Century abused positions to a degree have gone into organizations of 
higher learning and have begun creating information that addresses imbalance and remakes character from 
the hypothetical perspective. They are prepared to confront the difficulties of their time. We can see the 
development of instruction from nineteenth to 21st century India. nineteenth century the attention on 
essential to advanced education, at that point in twentieth century framework concentrated on 
Undergraduate level instruction, and now in 21stcentry elevated level research on sociologies is accessible 
for the age. The present position is better a result of training which has given them self.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 Jyotiba Phule's social contemplations depend on humanism. It depends on the qualities like equity, 
Justice and quietness. He spread worth based framework through his work and thought. Our nation is 
autonomous still free qualities are not there in our general public. Reason is Varna and rank framework is 
still follow in some piece of our nation. Jyotiba's humanism is valid and present day. In present day progress 
each individual ought to pursue his humanism. Today training has been decreased to transmitting data. 
There is a dread of assessment in light of scholarly training. Tad we must be down to earth in framework, we 
need to brought life-situated training. In this unique situation, Phule's instruction framework is still 
exceptionally pertinent. For him information was not simply data. It includes addressing, understanding 
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investigating information. Understanding, scrutinize and values each of the three are vital to Phule who 
route, harking back to the nineteenth century gave an option in contrast to the data way to deal with 
information. For him, "Instruction is the ability to think obviously, the ability to act well on the planet's work, 
and the ability to acknowledge life". For Phule information matters since it can address, change and change 
the individual and society. Accordingly for Phule, similar to John Dewey instruction can engage and make 
society increasingly popularity based. It can help in recreating, reevaluating, deciphering custom. This part of 
Phule is incredibly important in the dumbfounding setting of rank in contemporary India where regardless of 
established arrangements, station segregation is far reaching. 
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